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   Modest growth in cargo volumes at major ports witnessed in FY 14 continues in 4M FY 15: In FY14, total cargo handled at Indian ports increased by 4.3% to 976 

million tonnes from 935 million tonnes during FY13. The growth was pegged down by sluggish cargo performance at the major ports which registered a meagre 1.8% 

growth in cargo volumes to 556 million tonnes in FY14. Non major ports on the other hand bucked up the overall growth rate by recording an 8.3% growth in 

throughput on a yoy basis to 420 million tonnes. While the growth was meagre, on a positive note, the major ports arrested the decline in cargo volumes to register 

the first increase in yoy cargo through put since FY11. During the first four months of FY 15, the cargo throughput at major ports has registered a modest 3.3% growth 

over the corresponding period of previous year. The growth was supported by an increase in all cargoes except POL (-0.5%) and Iron Ore (-7.5%), at all ports. IN 

addition, coal volume growth, remained significantly lower than overall growth in FY 14 at 1.1%, while Other cargo, Containers and FRM registered growth of 10.8%, 

5.33% and 24.7% respectively. 

 Non major ports continue to fare better due to the access to diverse and captive cargo streams - Non major ports, however on the other hand, by virtue of a more 

diversified cargo mix and higher efficiency standards registered higher growth in cargo volumes for FY14. Non major ports, thus continue to boost the growth in overall 

all-India port volumes. As a result, in market share terms, major ports account for approximately ~57% of total throughput in FY 2014 compared to 58% in FY 2013, 

while the share of non major ports rose up to 43% in FY 2014, increasing from 42% during the previous year. Among the listed non-major ports, Adani Ports & SEZ Ltd, 

which operates the Mundra and Dhamra Ports as well as terminals at Dahej and Hazira through SPVs, continued to register strong growth in Q1 FY15 (22% up to 28.9 

million tonnes at Mundra; 26% up to 37.5 million tonnes overall) in it volumes across all cargo segments, while Essar Port Ltd, operator of bulk terminals at Hazira, 

Vadinar and Paradip (under SPVs), registered a modest 2% growth in overall volumes to 13.75 million tonnes in Q1FY15 as captive cargo for the group remained 

subdued. Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited, operator of the Pipavav Port also registered healthy growth in its container throughput as well as bulk volumes (38%, 3.26 

Million Tonnes).  

 Target capacity addition projects approved by the MoS in FY14 and plans for 2014-15 - The Ministry of Shipping (MoS) achieved its target for 2013-14 of awarding 30 

port projects. These projects would entail an estimated investment of around Rs. 210 billion and result in capacity addition of 217 MMTPA (increase of ~27% over 

existing capacity of the major ports). Further the Ministry of Shipping plans to award 35 projects in 2014-15 which is expected to add 259 mtpa in capacity at an 

estimated investment of Rs. 137 billion. Out of these, 23 projects will be taken on a priority basis (entailing an investment of Rs. 52 billion) while the remaining have 

been marked as standby projects. The current focus is on developing port infrastructure and improving port connectivity as against capacity augmentation in the earlier 

years. Out of these, the MoS plans to award 17 projects on PPP which will entail an investment of Rs. 102.77 billion, the major ones of which would be container 

terminal at Diamond Harbour at Kolkata Port Trust (Rs. 17.58 billion), liquid terminal at JNPT (Rs. 24.96 billion) and iron ore berth at Paradip Port (Rs. 6.81 billion). 

These projects are in addition to the projects announced in the last union budget during 2013-14, for development of two major port projects, one in Andhra Pradesh 

(AP) and the other in West Bengal (WB) entailing a combined capacity of 79 million tonnes at an investment of around Rs. 158 billion. 

 Budget announcements and policy initiatives by MoS expected to have a favorable impact - The 2014-15 budget provides a thrust on reviving investments in the port 

sector, with a significant increase in outlay on setting up of greenfield ports, development of SEZs at existing ports, setting up of a single window for custom clearance, 

etc. Further the budget, proposes to set up an institutional body – ‘3P India’, which could address some of the obstacles faced by port developers operating through 

the PPP route and support the developers in obtaining regulatory approvals and speedy resolution of pending issues. Along with the constitution of this institution, the 

proposed large investments in the sector on new capacity additions, recent guidelines by MoS on Land Policy for Major Ports, plans for establishing a mechanism to re-

negotiate terms of the PPP projects as well as to redefine the role of the port tariff regulator and to deregulate tariff setting at the 12 major ports, are all expected to 

provide major impetus to growth in the sector and could boost trade movement at Indian ports in the long term.  

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic/augmentation%20projects
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic/augmentation%20projects
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 Modalities of the migration policy for terminal operators at major ports to new guidelines under discussion; Major Port Trusts could gain through higher tariff if the 

proposed partial de-regulation guidelines are implemented: The new guidelines for setting of tariffs in major ports by the Ministry of Shipping (MoS) announced in 

July 2013 are applicable only to the new projects bid out since the notification. The existing private operators and major port trusts continue to be governed by the 

tariff guidelines of 2005 and 2008, which are seen to have certain inherent flaws. This has led to demands from existing private cargo handling firms to allow them to 

migrate to the new regime to create a level-playing field where the existing players are also be migrated to similar guidelines which allow market linked tariffs. As a 

step to address the tariff anomalies vis-a-vis Non Major Ports, the ministry has circulated ‘Revised Guidelines for Tariff Determination for Major Ports, 2014’ draft. 

These guidelines offer some upside to the tariff of MPTs provided they meet certain performance standards, which could partially address the tariff anomalies that 

exist vis-a-vis Non Major Ports. 

 Outlook: Positive - The cargo growth outlook for the Indian port sector continues to be strong over the medium to long term driven by the domestic requirements of 

coal, for power and other sectors; crude oil, for meeting domestic petroleum requirements; and containers, given the cost and logistical advantages associated with 

containerization. Some near term uncertainty may, however, be associated with particular cargo categories like imported coal, due to uncertainties plaguing the power 

sector and persisting delays in execution of greenfield power projects; iron ore, due to unresolved policy issues; and containers, due to the weak global environment 

affecting exim trade. Further, the resolution of the ongoing tariff policy related discussions to bring clarity on the tariffs going forward would be crucial for the long 

term cargo growth prospects at the major ports.  
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